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What is an astronomical catalog? 
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Spectroscopic Survey : 
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Introduction 
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Different Astronomical Surveys  
(Catalogs) 
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Introduction 

!  Surveys produce catalogs with intersections 
in the covered area of the sky; 

!  Problem: 
–  Getting an integrated view provided by different 

catalogs requires data cross-matching 
–  How to identify celestial objects that appear in 

different catalogs with descriptive variations? 
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Introduction 

!  Problem identified as "Entity Resolution" 
–  Identify instances of objects from different 

databases that match the same real world entity 
!  Alternatives for entity resolution in the “cross-

matching catalogs“ problem: 
–  use the position of the objects in the sky 

(coordinate system based on RA, DEC); 
–  use other attributes to help treating the 

ambiguities. 
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Big-Data (in science) Data Challenges 
!  Data Representation 

–  Different Data Models:  
!  Data structure and query languages 
!  Graphs, Matrixes, Key-Value,… 

!  Data Uncertainty 
–  Data is uncertain 
–  uncertainty quantification on data 

!  Data Partitioning  
–  in sync with data processing 

!  Data Heterogeneity 
–  Data Granularity  
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Current solutions 
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•  Binary cross-matching of catalogs 

Catalog A Catalog B 

Search radius ɛ 

Fundamentals 

What can  happen if I add a Catalog C to 
do cross-matching with this result? 



!  Ambiguity 
–  Binary matching does not generate symmetric 

results using more than 2 catalogs 
–  There are no solutions to n-way matching 
–  The best attribute which identifies the 

astronomical objects is its position, but it isn’t 
precise 

!  All these characteristics produce 
ambiguities 
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Motivation 
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Goal 

!  Propose a solution to treat ambiguous n-way 
catalog matching 
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!  NACluster 
–  N-way Astronomical Clustering algorithm  
–  Non-supervised clustering algorithm for 

matching multi catalogues  
!  Aim 

–  Split into clusters the celestial objects present 
in N catalogues 
!  In each cluster there are only objects from different 

catalogues and representing the same real object. 
!  This contribution allows the improvement on 

state of the art astronomy catalog matching.  
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NACluster Algorithm 
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Pseudocode 
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!  Input: Set of catalogues 
!  Catalog 

!  Set of tuples 
     <id, ra, dec> 

!  Output 
!  All clusters and their 

objects and centroid; 

Coming soon! 



!  Step 1 
–  Initialize Clusters 

!  The largest catalog is selected and one cluster is 
created for each its object. 

!  The position of each object is taken as a cluster 
centroid. 
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Pseudocode 
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!  Step 1 
–  Initialize Clusters 

!  The largest catalog is selected and one cluster is 
created for each its object. 

!  The position of each object is taken as a cluster 
centroid. 

!  The idea of the algorithm is to compare each 
object of each catalog to all computed cluster 
centroids, one catalog at a time, by 
computing the Euclidian distance d(Oi;Ca) of 
an object Oi to a centroid Ca.  
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Pseudocode 
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Situation 1 
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Situation 2 
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!  Stop condition 
–  After all objects have clustered 

!  New Iteration 
!  Reset clusters 

–  Keeping the centroids positions 

–  Finish 
!  When the centroids are stable, i.e. all the computed centroids 

of an iteration are the same as the previous iteration. 

!  Complexity: 
–  Exponential complexity on the number of individual sky 

elements (i.e. clusters).  
–  By using a spatial indexing strategy, the actual number 

of comparison is reduced to a local region. Hoscar Workshop 17 

Pseudocode 
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!  Goal: To evaluate the quality of NACluster algorithm 
!  Test  environment:  

–  5 experiments 
–  Dataset -> Catalogs Involved: 

!  Dense part of 2MASS (90,000 objects) 
!  New catalogues generated by a normal distribution function 

from 2MASS, simulating in this way real variations of the same 
catalog. 
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Experiments 
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!  Test  environment:  
–  Catalogs Involved: 

!  UBVRI Catalog (49,167 Objects) 
!  against other 1 to 5 synthetic generated versions of it. 
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Experiments 
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!  Parallel Strategy 
–  Data Partitioning (see Daniel Gaspar pres.) 
–  Spatial indexing strategy in order to reduce the 

complexity. 
!  Big Data 

–  Catalogs – 1 Billion Objects 
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Future Works 
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Comparasion with Q3C Join 
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!  Q3C Join 
o  Binary Cross-matching 
o  Output: a catalog containing the matched 

objects 
!  Comparasion 

o  Output of the Q3C Join execution with the 
output of the clustering algorithm 
NACluster 

o  Input: the same two catalogues 
•  Part of 2Mass catalog (1 million objects 

and the synthetic catalog generated from it 
(1 million objects) 
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NACluster vs. Q3C Join 
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NACluster vs. Q3C Join 
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Precision, Recall and F-Measure 
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All objects Relevantes 
Objects Returned 

objects 

Precision =      Red     _    Recall =       Red           _  
                   Blue + Red                    Green + Red 



!  When d(Oi;Ca) < ϵ, the object Oi is candidate to map 
to cluster Ca.  

–  This mapping, however, can only be applied when that 
distance is the shortest distance and there not exists 
another object Oj in cluster Ca that has been mapped to the 
same catalog of Oi. 
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Pseudocode 
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!  These preliminary results indicate that the 
algorithm is effective in matching objects 
from different catalogues.  

!  Now we are developping a parallel strategy 
for NACluster algorithm using a spatial 
indexing strategy in order to reduce the 
complexity. 
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Conclusion 
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!  In case an object of Ca already exists in the 
cluster, two scenarios must be evaluated:  

!  (1) if d(Oj ;Ca) > d(Oi;Ca) then we should remove the 
object Oj from the cluster Ca, insert Oi in this cluster, 
and search another cluster for Oj ;  

!  (2) if d(Oj ;Ca) < d(Oi;Ca) then the algorithm performs a 
recursive search on the centroid candidate list for 
allocating Oi.  

!  In case, no cluster is found at distance epsilon then a 
new cluster Cb is created to the point Oi and it will be 
the centroid. 
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Pseudocode 
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